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Abstract

The relative abundances and rates of formation of particular isotopic isomers (isotopomers) of metabolic intermediates from
13C-labelled substrates in living cells provide information on the routes taken by the initial 13C-atoms. When a primary substrate such as

[U,13C] D-glucose is added to human erythrocytes, the pattern of labels in terminal metabolites is determined by a set of carbon-group

exchange reactions in both glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP). Of a given terminal metabolite, not all possible

isotopomers will be produced from each possible primary substrate isotopomer.

There are only 8 different 13C-isotopomers of lactate but not all of these are produced when one of the 64 possible 13C-isotopomers of

glucose is used as the input substrate; thus a subset of all 63 glucose isotopomers� 8 lactate isotopomers+1 unlabelled glucose� 1

unlabelled lactate ¼ 505 pattern associations, would be produced if a complete experimental analysis were performed with all the glucose

variants. The pattern of labelling in this isotopomer subspace reflects the nature of the re-ordering reactions that ‘direct’ the metabolism.

Predicting the combinatorial rearrangements for particular sets of reactions and comparing these with real data should enable

conclusions to be drawn about which enzymes are involved in the real metabolic system. An example of the glycolysis–PPP system is

discussed in the context of a debate that occurred around the F- and L-type PPPs and which one actually operates in the human RBC. As

part of this discussion we introduce the term ‘combinatorial deficit’ of all possible isotopomers and we show that this deficit is less for the

F- than the L-type pathway.
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1. Introduction

1.1. General

We introduce and discuss two new concepts relating to
the use of isotopic isomers (isotopomers) to delineate
pathways of carbon flux in cellular metabolism. The
concepts are ‘subspaces of isotopomers’ and ‘combinatorial
e front matter Crown Copyright r Published by Elsevier Ltd
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deficits’ of sets of isotopomers, and they are presented in
the context of experiments and computer-based simula-
tions of particular pathways of metabolism. These concepts
are useful when attempting to settle arguments concerning
the likely route(s) taken by carbon atoms that are
introduced in a substrate such as glucose and pass through
various possible enzymes to a product such as lactate.
In an analogy with astronomy, the carbon atoms (stars)

in each different metabolite are a set of potential labelling
sites (equivalent to a constellation) within a set of
metabolites (the galaxy). The analysis presented here
determines which of these atoms (stars) are allowed, by
the combinatorial rules, to be visited in a trip through the
metabolic pathway (galaxy) from a given starting position
on an input molecule (constellation).
. All rights reserved.
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1.2. NMR

Isotopomer analysis relies on the ability of 13C NMR
spectroscopy to identify and quantify the isotopomers of a
given metabolite in a complex mixture based on the
changes that occur in the spectra when there are one or
more 13C-labelled atoms in the molecule: the changes
depend both on the location of the labelled atom, and its
proximity to other labelled atoms (London, 1988). The
method was first applied in studies of bacterial metabolism
(Walker et al., 1975, 1976, 1982; Walker and London,
1987) and was then used on 13C-acetate and 13C-pyruvate
dissimilation in Krebs cycle intermediates in the perfused
rat heart (Chance et al., 1983); this work was extended by
Malloy et al. (1988). Amongst other systems that have been
studied with NMR isotopomer analysis are isolated rat
renal tubules (Cowin et al., 1994) and human red blood
cells (RBCs; Berthon et al., 1993).

1.3. Computer models of metabolism

Modelling carbon flux via metabolic pathways by using
numerical integration to solve the nonlinear differential
equations that describe the kinetics of enzyme and
membrane transport reactions is a mature science (e.g.,
Kauffman et al., 2002; Mulquiney et al., 1999; Mulquiney
and Kuchel, 1999a, b, 2003; Maher et al., 2003). Software
packages like Mathematica (Wolfram, 2003; Barnett et al.,
2004) have greatly facilitated the process of model
formulation because of their flexibility in manipulating
and representing symbolic expressions. However, isotopo-
mer analysis remains an area of metabolic simulation that
has not yielded readily to computer modelling, because this
requires accurate entry of a differential equation for each
possible combination of isotopomers of substrates and
then solving a large array of such complicated differential
equations. For example, without accounting for isotopo-
mers, our RBC system contains �100 differential equa-
tions, each with at most a few dozen terms. Explicitly
including isotopomers requires a few thousand equations,
with up to a few hundred terms each. The first compre-
hensive simulation of isotopomer production in the PPP of
RBCs was by Berthon et al. (1993). And more recently
Selivanov et al. (2004, 2005) developed an algorithm that
yields close fits of a model of isotopomer flux to
experimental data from cancer cells in culture.

1.4. Pentose phosphate pathways

In the 1980s there was considerable debate and
controversy regarding the possible existence of a pentose
phosphate pathway (PPP) that was different from the
standard ‘text book model’ (Horecker, 2002; Williams et
al., 1987). The latter was known to operate in adipocytes
(fat cells) and was called the F-type PPP to distinguish it
from the newly proposed one that putatively operates in
the liver, called the L-type PPP. Definitive NMR-based
experiments that refuted the operation of the L-type
pathway in human RBCs were reported in 1989 (McIntyre
et al., 1989); this conclusion was made in spite of the
inference by Williams et al. (1987) that the L-type system
operates in them.
What caught the attention of many biochemists was the

fact that the new L-type proposal requires for its operation:
(1) two ‘new’ enzymes that are not part of the F-type
pathway, viz., a phosphotransferase that exchanges a
phosphate group from octulose 1,8-bisphosphate to
sedoheptulose 7-phosphate (and vice versa), and arabi-
nose-5-phosphate epimerase; (2) the presence of four ‘new’
metabolites, octulose 1,8-bisphosphate, octulose 8-phos-
phate, sedoheptulase 1,7-bisphosphate, and arabinose 5-
phosphate; and (3) the non-participation of the ubiquitous
cytoplasmic enzyme, transaldolase; this enzyme is notor-
iously heat labile, a property that was used to advantage in
pathway-reconstitution experiments (McIntyre et al. 1989).
While the idea that the L-type PPP operates to any
measurable extent in RBCs has been refuted, the violation
of the deeper philosophical point of ‘maximal parsimony’
in formulating a hypothesis, as it relates to metabolism in
the liver, especially since transaldolase is present there in
abundance, seemed to have occurred.
What has been lacking is some form of test that could be

applied to experimental results on metabolite flux, or
numerical models of the systems, to resolve this contro-
versy. Meléndez-Hevia and Isidoro (1985) analysed the
rearrangement of the carbon backbones of sugar phos-
phates in the two proposals for the PPP and for the Calvin
cycle of photosynthesis. They introduced a hypothesis of

simplicity that they applied to the PPPs and concluded that
the least number of steps with the least number of carbon
atoms per metabolite exist in the two PPP proposals; in
other words they are ‘optimal’ for the specified sets of
enzymes. The question remains, though, whether the choice
of the set of enzymes, especially for the L-type PPP, is
correct. More recent analysis posits that ‘flexibility’ in
substrate usage by an enzyme is an adaptive advantage and
the basis of evolution of metabolic pathways (Montero
et al., 1997); as such this expansion of the substrate
specificity of enzymes could lead to the appearance of more
different metabolites in some pathways and evolution of
alternative flux streams.

1.5. Isotopomer simulations

General strategies for the simulation of isotopomer
distributions and intracellular fluxes have been developed,
and in principle they could be used to explore the kinetic
behaviour of variants of the PPPs (Zupke and Stephano-
poulos, 1994; Wiechert, 2001; Wiechert et al. 2001).
Experimental data could be interpreted by using numerical
simulations of the various candidate reactions schemes,
bearing in mind that such schemes need to take account of
tens to hundreds of possible isotopomers per metabolite.
The analysis requires state-of-the-art computer methods
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and hardware for the simulations but the simulations are
still slow (minutes to hours), making reiteration and model
refinement a slow process.

An alternative approach is to ask a simpler set of
questions based on combinatorics and not kinetics, viz.,
what are the contents of the set of all possible isotopomers
of a product, for a given isotopomer input? Our program
written for this purpose exploits the versatile syntax of
Mathematica to express a large number of logical state-
ments about isotopomer reactions, with a few purpose-
built functions (see Appendix A for more details).

Fig. 1 shows an open-chain representation of D-glucose
with its numbering system as used here. Our graphical
representation of all possible isotopomers of glucose is
shown in Fig. 2; and an example is as follows. Glucose
labelled in the C-1 position is denoted by Glc0,0,0,0,0,1 where
the ‘1’ specifies a 13C-label, and all the isotopomers are
graphically arrayed via ListDensityPlot. All other metabo-
lites are represented in a similar way. To explain this
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Fig. 1. Glucose molecule in an open chain representation showing the

standard numbering system that was used in the present analyses.
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Fig. 2. Glucose isotopomers represented as a series of six small boxes inside a la

chain. The lower half of each small box represents unlabelled glucose; the bo

glucose. Because Mathematica by default orders lists of numbers with the leas

left, i.e., with C-1 on the right. The large 8 � 8 array (8 rows and 8 columns) ha

the upper half and a row of blank bars denoting unlabelled glucose in the lowe

unlabelled glucose represents the input to the pathway. Other combinations w
further, consider the following example: The glucose
isotopomer whose representation is located at row-3 and
column-4 of the graphical array in Fig. 2 has the pattern of
light and dark bands that indicate the labelling {0, 1, 0, 0,
1, 1}, or more conventionally it is 12C6-

13C5-
12C4-

12C3-
13C2-

13C1 thus specifying
13C-label is in positions 1, 2 and

5 (recalling that we read the pattern from right to left). On
the other hand, lactate at ‘coordinate’ (3, 4) in the array in
Fig. 3A has all 8 possible isotopomers; while in Fig. 3C the
lactate is labelled as {1,1,0}, {1,0,0}, {0,1,0} and {0,0,0}
showing only a subset of all 8 possible isotopomers.
Now we in a position to address the question whether all

possible isotopomers of every metabolite are produced by a
given set of reactions, using only knowledge of the way in
which the enzymes ‘shuffle’ the order of carbon atoms in
their reactants. This analysis has been done for metabolism
in the human RBC with several variants of the two types of
PPP.

1.6. RBC metabolism

The metabolic networks in the human RBC are well-
characterized (e.g., Fig. 1 in Kuchel, 2004) and consist of:
glycolysis with the special feature of the Rapoport-
Luebering shunt that synthesizes 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate;
the PPP; glutathione synthesis; the glyoxalase pathway; the
purine nucleoside salvage pathway; multiple seemingly
disconnected enzymic reactions; and transport processes,
many of which are functionally linked to ATP generation
by glycolysis. Most enzymes transform substrates to
products without modifying the order of the carbon atoms
in their carbon backbone. In some notable cases, a part of
7
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rger one; black denotes a 13C atom in the respective position in the carbon

x in position (row 1 and column 1) (i.e., (1,1)) represents all unlabelled

t significant digit on the right, the carbon atoms are labelled from right to

s cells that each contain a representation of a unique glucose isotopomer in

r half. This combination of the unlabelled isotopomer of glucose and fully

ith more than two isotopomers are possible.
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Fig. 3. The set of all possible isotopomers of lactate derived from a given input of labelled glucose: (A) from the ‘classical’ F-type PPP; (B) from the F-type

PPP but including fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase; (C) the L-type PPP which includes no action by transaldolase; (D) the L-type PPP but including

transaldolase; (E) L-type PPP but including fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase; and (F) L-type PPP but including both fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase and

transaldolase. Each small rectangle in the three 8 � 8 arrays denotes a set of isotopomers of lactate. The three columns in each small rectangle correspond

to one of the 3-carbon atoms, labelling 1, 2, and 3 from right to left. Each small rectangle has a maximum of 8 rows (each carbon can potentially be labelled

or unlabelled, giving 23 ¼ 8 possible isotopomers). E.g., consider array (C), row 1 and column 4; there are only three rows, the first has label in positions 2

and 3, the second row has label in position 3, and the third row has no label at all. This particular set of isotopomers of lactate is derived from the mixture

of unlabelled and labelled glucose that has the same position in its array; and according to row 1, column 4 of the glucose input array, the glucose is

labelled in carbons 1 and 2. In other words, each small rectangle corresponds to a set of isotopomers that are derived from glucose with the same row and

column number in its array, Fig. 2.

P.W. Kuchel, D.J. Philp / Journal of Theoretical Biology 252 (2008) 391–401394
the carbon chain is moved from one substrate to a specific
place in another. For example, in the oxidative part of the
PPP, carbon-1 is removed as CO2 from the 6-carbon
precursor 6-phosphogluconate, then in the non-oxidative
part transketolase removes a 2-carbon moiety (carbons 1
and 2) from a ketose phosphate and condenses it onto
carbon-1 of an aldose phosphate; and transaldolase does
the same but with a 3-carbon moiety. Thus there are well-
defined ‘rules’ that describe carbon-group exchange reac-
tions in any metabolic pathway, and symbolic manipula-
tion of isotopomers is carried out in the computer program
via these rules.
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2. Results of combinatorial analysis

Fig. 3A shows the 8 � 8 array of rectangles that
represent the isotopomers of lactate that are formed from
the glucose isotopomers represented in Fig. 2, obtained
with our Mathematica program (Appendix B). The
metabolic system was that of human RBC metabolism as
it is currently understood to operate (e.g., Mulquiney and
Kuchel, 2003). The PPP is the F-type. Note that the glucose
isotopomers in the first column of Fig. 2, viz., those
labelled in the lower three C-atoms do not give all possible
corresponding lactate isotopomers. In fact, out of a
possible maximum of 8 � 63+1 ¼ 505 labelled ‘cells’
the total number is less by 6 � 7 ¼ 42; this is defined as the
combinatorial deficit for this particular metabolic scheme.
On the other hand, Fig. 3B was the output of the analysis
obtained by including in the metabolic scheme fructose-1,6-
bisphosphatase which is known to have very low activity in
the human RBC. However, it is a key gluconeogenic
enzyme in the liver. The combinatorial deficit in this
situation is 0.

Fig. 3C shows the output of lactate isotopomers when
the F-type PPP is replaced by the L-type scheme in human
RBCs. Recall that this pathway does not involve the
3-carbon transfer activity of transaldolase. It is clear
that many fewer isotopomers are produced; and on
counting the deficiency of black cells it is seen that the
combinatorial deficit is 76. In contrast, Fig. 3D shows that
if transaldolase is included with the L-type pathway, the
output of all possible lactate isotopomers is the same as
for the F-type pathway (Fig. 3A); its combinatorial deficit
is 42.

Fig. 3E shows the result of not including transaldolase
but adding fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase to the system that
includes the L-type PPP. The pattern is exactly the same as
for the L-type PPP alone. In other words the addition of
fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase to this scheme adds nothing to
the combinatorial scrambling capacity. It underscores the
major importance of transaldolase in the carbon-scram-
bling process in the PPP.

Fig. 3F shows the array of all possible lactate
isotopomers when the L-type PPP operates in human
RBCs with addition of both transaldolase and fructose-1,6-
bisphosphatase. The output includes all possible lactate
isotopomers for every glucose isotopomer that is a
substrate; there is no combinatorial deficit, as in the system
giving Fig. 3B (F-type PPP plus fructose-1,6-bisphospha-
tase).

3. Discussion of results

The F-type PPP has a carbon-scrambling action that acts
differently on the two halves of the glucose backbone. A
carbon at position 1, 2 or 3 of glucose may end up at any of
the sites in the final lactate product. However, a carbon at
position 4 can only end up at position 1, 5 at 2, and 6 at 3.
This outcome is relaxed if the carbon atom fragment 1-2-3
can be swapped in position with carbon atoms 4-5-6 in
fructose 1,6-bishosphate. This can occur via the hydrolase
and the subsequent condensation reaction catalysed by
aldolase. In contrast, the pattern of isotopomers in Fig. 3C
shows that not all possible labelling sites in the set of all
lactate isotopomers can be targeted by 13C from glucose
that enters the pathway as various isotopomers that have
label in positions 4, 5 and 6. The subsets of isotopomers
have peculiar patterns that are diagnostic of the underlying
allowed group-exchange reactions in the metabolic path-
way. Adding transaldolase to the L-type PPP introduces
the 3-carbon transfer reaction and hence makes the
combinatorial scrambling the same as for the F-type PPP
(Fig. 3A). On the other hand, merely adding the capability
to swap carbon atoms 1-2-3 and 4-5-6 in generating
fructose 6-phosphate from fructose 1,6-bisphosphate does
not alter the pattern (Fig. 3E). This underscores the key
role of transaldolase in bringing about a high degree of
label-scrambling.
It is perhaps not surprising that including both

transaldolase and fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase with the L-
type PPP brings about all possible lactate isotopomers
(Fig. 3F); all possible labelling sites are targeted from all
possible glucose isotopomers.

4. General discussion

The patterns of isotopomer distributions of lactate
evident in Figs. 3C and 3E constitute a form of order, or
reduced entropy, in label distribution. There does not seem
any reason why such a bias should exist in a natural, highly
evolved system. Therefore a working hypothesis is that the
proposed mechanism of this pathway, the L-type PPP, is
incorrect not only in the human RBC but in other tissues as
well.
Notwithstanding this negative standpoint, the predic-

tions of the model provide a basis whereby the veracity of
the scheme could be tested further by the use of
appropriately labelled isotopomers of glucose incubated
with RBCs and measured by using 13C NMR spectroscopy
(e.g., Berthon et al., 1993).
Another advance in the analysis would be a full-scale

kinetic simulation of the metabolic schemes. By doing this,
not only the existence of the various isotopomers would be
predicted but also the time courses of their evolution would
emerge. At this stage there are major impediments for
routine simulation, in terms of computer speed and
memory capacity. However, the existence of small iso-
topomer subspaces in those schemes involving the L-type
PPP suggest that this scheme is incomplete; and the
calculation of the combinatorial deficit appears to be useful
for applications to other systems.
A further level of comparison between likely candidates

for predicted pathways is between the isotopomer patterns
themselves, such as the fact that Figs. 3A and 3D are the
same, as are Figs. 3C and 3E, and Figs. 3B and 3F. The
common underlying features in the combinatorial scram-
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bling are clear: in the first case it is the inclusion of
transaldolase in the L-type PPP, and it is already present in
the F-type PPP; in the second case the outcome shows that
the end-to-end swapping of the 3-carbon units in the 6-
carbon chain of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate, brought about
by fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase and aldolase, achieves
nothing extra in the combinatorial shuffling of label than
is already achieved by transketolase and the ‘new’ enzymes
of the L-type PPP. In the last case, both schemes achieve a
zero combinatorial deficit; the mechanisms of the group
shuffling reactions of the additional enzymes are the key to
achieving this.

In this paper, that focuses on theoretical issues it seems
relevant to explore whether the combinatorial shuffling
invoked by the metabolic schemes could be treated as a
formal algebraic system. Any enzyme or pathway of
enzymes will bring about a reordering of the 13C atoms
in the input and intermediate metabolites; as such it is an
operator. The output of products with various label
distributions constitutes a (sub)space of isotopomers.
Appendix A contains further discussion on this matter,
but in brief, although it seemed promising that the system
might be a formal mathematical group, this turns out not to
be the case because of the inability to define a plausible
inverse for each element of the input set of isotopomers. If
a more abstract definition had been possible, then related
theorems of group theory might have led to deeper insights
than are immediately possible with direct inspection of the
outcomes of computation.

It is worth re-iterating that our combinatorial analysis is
not a substitute for more detailed modelling (e.g., Berthon
et al., 1993; Malloy et al., 1988; Selivanov et al., 2004,
2005). Reference to the older literature reveals several
notable examples of the combination of 13C NMR and
computer analysis (Chance et al., 1983). Specifically,
though, the latter study dealt with a rat heart perfusion
system and a computer model that described the Krebs
cycle and related reactions; but it contained only �200
differential flux equations. Thus the general approach used
for data analysis was quite different from that used even in
the later work noted above; and when the later methods
(Mulquiney and Kuchel, 2003) are extended to isotopo-
mers in RBC metabolism the number of differential
equations rises to thousands. Hence the present combina-
torial analysis was developed as a complement to the
‘brute-force’ methods; it gives an overview that is difficult
to obtain with simulations that take minutes or hours to
perform.

Our proposal to map the entire isotopomer space of a
metabolic system has not yet been realized. There are
potential practical problems associated with attempting to
subject a metabolic system to the input of strictly pure well-
defined mixtures of 13C-enriched glucose. 13C has a natural
abundance of 1.1% thus 6.6% of glucose molecules would
be expected to have one C atom as 13C; while the
probability of two or more labelled atoms in one molecule
is of course very much less. A simple solution to this
problem, at least in principle, is to synthesize glucose with
100% 12C and to use this as the substrate for the cells
during pre-incubations. This would circumvent the pro-
blem of having natural contaminating isotopomers; but in
experimental practice it is likely that some impression of
the importance of putative flux-pathways would emerge
from determining relative abundances of the isotopomers. If
only traces of product isotopomers were detected then a
judgement would need to be made as to whether the
amount constituted experimental ‘noise’ or not. In the final
analysis, a full numerical simulation would still be needed
to form a definitive conclusion about the effects of
contaminating isotopomers that could be present at an
abundance of around 1 in 100.
Finally, it is not always possible to unambiguously

identify isotopomers from multiplets in crowded regions
of a 13C NMR spectrum. This would be another prac-
tical impediment to the proposal for a comprehensive
combinatorial analysis of a metabolic system. However,
modern multi-dimensional NMR methods, including the
now routine 13C-13C COSY (e.g., Berthon et al. 1993),
suggest that cautious optimism is warranted. An experi-
mentalist could use our combinatorial analysis to decide
which combination of isotopomers to use, to distinguish
between two or more proposals, in the least number of
experiments.
5. Conclusions

In conclusion, a large isotopomer subspace, and a
corresponding small combinatorial deficit is a possible
indicator of the level of plausibility of a proposed
metabolic pathway. This concept has merit over pre-
vious attempts to comment in a mathematical/game theory
way on the matter (e.g., Meléndez-Hevia and Isidoro,
1985; Montero et al., 1997) because specific hypotheses
are suggested by analysing the simulated isotopomer
patterns and comparing them with real experimental data.
This can be done not only for a single product, as has been
done here with lactate, but for a series of accessible
metabolites. The analysis is ready for theoretical appli-
cations to pathways other than those described here, and
the practical utility of our proposal awaits experimental
testing.
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Appendix A. Comments on a formal algebraic definition of

an isotopomer-exchange system

Since the metabolic system depicted in Fig. 4 involves sets
of inputs and outputs and an, albeit complicated, overall
combinatorial operation, it seems relevant to explore if it
constitutes a formal algebraic group. If it did, then there would
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its base represent unlabelled glucose that will be mixed with the input

omer at position (row 3 and column 4) in the array in Fig. 2, i.e., labelled in

rogram. It also gives rise to all possible isotopomers of lactate in a reaction

s the glucose represented above it in the diagram. (B) Glucose isotopomer

nly the four indicated isotopomers of lactate from the L-type PPP.
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The elements of S are the isotopomers (say those of
glucose) and the overall operator is the action of the
set of carbon-scrambling enzymes. Our ‘combinatorial
scrambler’ represented by the central large rectangle (box)
in Fig. 4 is a shown here as a binary operator. It accepts a
glucose isotopomer as one input and operates on it with
endogenous unlabelled glucose as the second input.
Unlabelled glucose is shown in Fig. 1A as the smaller
series of six boxes at the bottom of the operator box. The
output (result) of the operation (that entails rearrangement
and re-combination of the carbon atoms) is a set of
metabolites that have combinations of label that are
different from those of the inputs.

An attempt to define the system as a simple group is
complicated by the fact that in glycolysis the 6-carbon glucose
molecule is split into two 3-carbon lactate molecules, and
usually there are many more than just one possible
isotopomer as output. To highlight the scission of glucose
in the way mentioned, double lines are drawn between the
third and fourth boxes on the left in Figs. 4A and 4B.
However to make progress, we can juxtapose, in all possible
combinations, the two 3-carbon units from the list of outputs.
This recombination is akin to what takes place in gluconeo-
genesis from pyruvate; it does not occur in the human RBC
but it does in the liver. The recombination is a valid
procedure in the present mathematical investigation: if it
is done with all eight of the lactate isotopomers shown in
Fig. 4A it is readily seen that all 64 possible labelling patterns
of glucose are obtained. On the other hand, for the particular
choice of input shown in Fig. 4B, {0,1,0,0,1,1} with the L-type
PPP version of the operator, the output is only four
isotopomers; these are recombined in the manner suggested
above to give the set {{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0,
0, 1, 0, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0},
{0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0}, {1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 0, 1, 0, 1,
0}, {1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0}, {1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 0,
0, 1, 0}, {1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1} and {1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0}}. Thus only 16 of
the 64 possible isotopomers are produced, leaving a deficit of
48 possibilities. In other words, the F-type PPP generates only
a subset of all possible isotopomers from the particular input
shown in Fig. 4B. It does this for certain other inputs as well,
as discussed above. Overall, though, with all possible input
isotopomers the binary operation only produces output
elements (using our re-combination procedure) that are in
the input set; so the system has the property of closure.

The associativity requirement is satisfied, as the order of
adding inputs is irrelevant.

An identity can be contrived by juxtaposing the
appropriate two 3-carbon products to give the same
labelling pattern as the original input; but this procedure
involves a particular selection of pairs of outputs and
excludes many other obvious recombinations; so the
relationship between the number of products and the
inputs is supra-1:1 and is not what is seen with a simple
group. This is the first impasse.

Another impasse is encountered when trying to construct
the inverse of one of the inputs. This would be tantamount
to invoking the operation in a way that led to the complete
loss of label to generate the identity element {0,0,0,0,0,0}.
This can be achieved with single pairs of molecules in the
oxidative PPP (via 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase)
but under no circumstances does it occur with a whole
ensemble of input molecules. So we conclude that there is
no formal inverse.
While it was useful to try and represent the set of

isotopomers and the ‘combinatorial scrambler’ operator as
a group, this fails because of the inability to plausibly
define a way of representing the inversion of an input
isotopomer. On the other hand a monoid is a mathematical
system that is a group without the inverse property; so our
modified (with respect to representing an identity) system
could be called a monoid. But, apart from providing a
simple mathematical classification it appears that designat-
ing the system a monoid it appears to provide no insights
into its properties and mathematical behaviour that help in
the present work.
Appendix B. Outline of Mathematica program to calculate

isotopomer distributions

Inputs

The aim was to develop a notation that accounts for
all exchanges of label from substrates to products in a
given reaction. Each reaction, whether actually enzymic
or not, is represented as a name, a list of reactants

(substrates and products) and the label pattern of each
reactant. For example adenosine deaminase (adod) is
entered as follows:

EnzymeReaction{adod, ReactantList[Reactant[Ado, AdoLa-

bels:{_, _, _, _, _}]], ReactantList[Reactant[Amm, {},

Reactant[Ino, AdoLabels]]],

where Ado denotes adenosine, the underscore-list denotes
the label pattern (in the ribose moiety) that will be filled-in
prior to calculations. Amm denotes ammonia and the
associated null set denoted by the {}-term indicates that no
13C-label ever appears in this product and Ino denotes
inosine with its label pattern being that of the substrate
adenosine, namely AdoLabels.
The whole scheme of reactions is placed in a list:

allEnzymeReactions ¼ {

{EnzymeReaction[{adod, ReactantList[Reactant[Ado, Ado-

Labels:{_, _, _, _, _}]], ReactantList[Reactant[Amm, {},

Reactant[Ino, AdoLabels]]] }],

{EnzymeReaction[{adok, ], etc

};

Next the names of all reactants and the number of
associated exchangeable carbon atoms are listed. E.g.,

allCarbons ¼ { { Ado, 5}, y,{Amm, 0}, y, {Ino, 5},y,

etc}
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The Mathematica Utility that enables a subscript
notation to be used for isotopomers is called, and then
the specific notational transformations are listed:

ooUtilities ‘Notation’

y

Notation[Ado i5_, i4_, i3_, i2_, i1_ 3 Reactant[Ino, { i5_, i4_,

i3_, i2_, i1_}]]

y, etc.

Processing

One iteration of the program requires a list of available
substrates (including details of their isotopomer variants
present) as input. For each enzyme, all substrates that the
enzyme uses are collated into a list. Each possible
combination of substrates is passed into the enzyme, and
the products are added to the list of available substrates for
the next stage of the computation. Central to this operation
is the outer product function and the intrinsic characteristic
of Mathematica to order elements of Lists according to a
strict hierarchy.

Outputs

The output is given in the form shown in Figs. 2 and 3
for any specified metabolite using the Mathematica

functions Raster and GraphicsArray.
A copy of the program is available from the authors.

Appendix C. Reinhart Heinrich connections, scientific and

personal

Philip Kuchel

Scientific

Until the trilogy of papers in the European Journal of
Biochemistry in 1974 from Professor Sam Rapoport’s
group (Heinrich and Rapoport, 1974a, b; Rapoport et al.,
1974), major efforts to simulate the operation of metabolic
pathways had concentrated on the ‘realistic’ representation
of schemes of enzyme-catalyzed reactions. These were
based on the emerging and burgeoning literature on the
kinetics of individual enzymes measured in vitro. The
masters of this simulation craft were Higgins and Chance
and their intellectual inheritors the Garfinkels (Garfinkel et
al., 1970). The third in the series of 1974 papers dealt with
erythrocyte glycolysis, but it cut through the complexities
of the �13 individual enzyme reaction mechanisms and
focussed on a reduced model that captured the essence of
the control features of the metabolic scheme. The emphasis
had switched to the structure of the control network, and
which features of the system affect steady-state concentra-
tions in the pathway, and material flux through it.

When discussing the birth of metabolic control analysis
(MCA) it is usual to quote the 1974 papers alongside the
one by Kacser and Burns (1973) that also deals with flux
control. But it is worth noting that Burns (1969) had
already drawn attention to what was a normalized
sensitivity coefficient for the control of substrate concen-
tration; so there must be something else that identifies this
later set of papers as the initiator of a paradigm shift.
A normalized sensitivity coefficient was renamed in the

first 1974 paper as an ‘element of the control matrix’
(Heinrich and Rapoport, 1974a), thus giving the derived
parameter an evocative name, along with the term ‘control
strength’. This was an important start in identifying a
coherent area of Biochemistry with its own sub-language,
but it is not the main reason; the main reason was the proof
of two theorems that stated that the sum of the elements of
the control matrix is zero, and the sum of the flux control
coefficients is 1. Thus, mathematical rigour, new nomen-
clature, and successful application of the new MCA to the
real human RBC system were the key to the projection of
MCA to broader awareness in the biochemical community
(e.g., Heinrich and Schuster, 1996).
My scientific efforts at the time (1973–1975) were

directed at understanding the control of the urea cycle in
mammalian liver. The computer model that was written (in
Fortran with a numerical integrator to handle stiff
differential equations) simulated the time dependence of
metabolite concentrations in normal and disease states
(Kuchel et al., 1977). It was developed along the lines of
Garfinkel’s models. The passage of the emergent manu-
script to press was not smooth, and when I moved to
Oxford I learnt why (but I was also well aware of the
limitations too!): Sir Hans Krebs commented (I para-
phrase) that so little was known about the operation of
enzymes inside cells that methods to study this were sorely
needed, and only then might the models be of some value.
Around this time the first non-invasive 31P NMR experi-
ments were reported on ATP levels and pH in whole
erythrocytes and myocytes (Moon and Richards, 1973;
Hoult et al., 1974) and Oxford Biochemistry was abuzz
with excitement with the prospect of studying metabolism
in vivo. The first 1H NMR studies of metabolism were
reported after a means of minimizing the overwhelming
signal from water from the spectra was implemented
(Brown et al., 1977). Then a vast set of metabolites could
be monitored in suspensions of intact erythrocytes and
other cells and the much sought after kinetic data could
begin to be amassed. In fact, much additional information
was obtained by acquiring 1H, 13C and 31P NMR spectra in
an interleaved way and this approach provided data sets
that formed the basis of our own model of human
erythrocyte metabolism (Mulquiney et al., 1999; Mulqui-
ney and Kuchel, 1999a, b, 2003). In the build up to our
detailed model of human erythrocyte metabolism valuable
data had been obtained on rates of enzyme-catalyzed
reactions in the pentose phosphate pathway by using
13C-labelled glucose and analysis of isotopic isomers
(isotopomers) that were formed over time. Thus our model
is based on a consistent set of data mostly obtained with
NMR spectroscopy; but the numerical model is also
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amenable to analysis using all the ideas and coefficients of
MCA, and stability analysis that was is well described in
the 1977 review from the Berlin group (Heinrich et al.,
1977; Mulquiney and Kuchel, 2003).

Personal

That Reinhart Heinrich and I were distant relatives is an
interesting personal aside: it is based on the fact that
my grandmother on my father’s side of our family was
Ottilie Agnes Heinrich, born in 1887 at Kilkerran, South
Australia.

I first met Reinhart at the Xth International Berlin
Symposium: Structure and Function of Erythroid Cells,
August 29–September 1, 1983; and after discussions with
him we suspected that there may be a family link, so when I
returned to Berlin in 1986 I took with me a copy of the
recently compiled book on the Heinrich family in Australia
by Rhoda Heinrich (Heinrich, 1979). A family of Heinrichs
(parents plus four children) had emigrated as Lutheran
religious refugees from Silesia in 1839 to the free colony of
South Australia; there the successive families prospered
during the 19th century mostly in farming, and during the
20th century in a host of other professions. Reinhart was
captivated by a possible distant, spatial and temporal link
and it was his father, a retired professor of mathematics in
Dresden (Helmut Heinrich), who listed the genealogy and
the likely common ‘‘Urururgrossvater Ernst Phillip Hein-
rich’’ born in 1786 in Herzogwald near Seiffersdorf in
Silesia; the latter village name was re-used in the Barossa
Valley of South Australia where many of the German
pioneers settled.

Needless to say this, albeit distant, connection (which for
any of us would exist for other acquaintances, but
probably in a less-well documented way) was a facet of
our friendship that added to matters which would have
brought us in contact anyway, namely common areas of
interest in metabolic science and a deep curiosity in what
makes cells ‘tick’.
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